
What is a Planet Walk ?

1. Free science exhibit for the city of Winnipeg that anyone, of any 
background can experience at any time

2. Will become part of the largest science exhibit in the world when the 
Sagan Planet Walk extends to the Moon

3. Provides works of art that are also scientifically compelling, making 
True North Square a unique tourist attraction

4. Embedded QR-codes provide information, images, and scientific 
understanding of our Solar System in one location

Why a Planet Walk
in Winnipeg ?

Public, walkable (442 meters) scale model of the Solar
System designed to teach, and inspire a sense of
wonder

Each planet (and its moons) are represented by scaled
3-D models fastened to 1-meter high Inuksuk-style
monuments

Colorful and informative posters at each station highlight
the most recent discoveries about each celestial body

Alternative routes can be
readily designed

The pathway will highlight
key attractions/shops when
possible

442 meter total walk length
makes the Winnipeg planet
walk accessible to many

The Sun & 4 rocky inner planets (shown in black) 
comfortably fit within True North Square



Construction of monuments: <$65,000 CDN
• Done locally through contractors (TBD)
• Using Ithaca as a proxy: <$6500 CDN/monument

Construction of signage: <$63,000 CDN
• 2 copies of each, in French and English, UV-protected
• Recently revised scientific content
• Customized Winnipeg graphics and logo 
• 1-minute audio recordings for each station

Total cost is estimated at <$130,000 CDN

Estimated Costs
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